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Background

• London meeting June 2016:
– Consensus by the CSLF that the PIRT is to find 

ways to improve its interactions with CSLF-
recognized projects. 

– A new format for projects to report their status 
was developed. 
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The form
Project owners asked to answer the follwing questions:

• Project Name
• Brief non-technical description:
• Is the project still active? 
• If not, when did it end, and why?
• If still active, what have been the important factors in its 

continued progress, and why?
• Please briefly describe the overall project timeline 

(with emphasis on next six months):
• What kinds of sharable information have been produced?
• Please describe any interesting outcomes or gains in knowledge.
• Who is the project’s main point-of-contact for the CSLF?
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Some statistics
Note some differences from CSLF website: One US project missing on website (Plant Barry); 
CCP3 and CCP4 are here counted as UK projects. Otherwise based projects classed as active

on website, although some of these are known to be completed. 
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Findings of general interest to other CSLF 
activities, including the TRM
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• Success factors include:
– Secure funding
– Encouragement from owners, 
– Collaboration between stakeholders like industry, academia, 

authorities and research organisations
– Good communications with locals and other stakeholders

• Factors leading to project stop:
– Target reached
– Lack of funding

• None of the projects reported failure to meet targets as 
reason for stop.



Other findings (1)
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• Some operative or soon-to-be-operative large–scale 
integrated CCS projects are not on the list (e.g. Petra Nova 
and Lula)

• Few of the returned project forms address general technology 
needs (we did not ask), only project specific challenges or 
next steps.



Other findings (2)
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• The questions were answered in a variety of ways with 
respect to completeness and quality (applies to amount CO2
captured or stored; available information; outcomes; reasons 
for progress)

• We did not ask why they sought CSLF recognition, how they
contribute to the overall CSLF objectives or what benefits
they expect from CSLF recognition



Some recommended actions (1)

• Identify why projects sought recognition, what the benefits 
have been, and what they expect from CSLF

• Decide what, if anything, what CSLF can offer to the projects
• Decide what CSLF/PIRT wants to achieve by recognising 

projects
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Some recommended actions (2)

• If CSLF conducts a new engagement round, include questions 
on the above and be more specific on available information 
and further needs.

• Introduce some form of “CSLF-recognized” branding or logo 
for projects

The PIRT is requested to review the information received from 
the projects and decide where we go from here. 
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Criteria for recognition
(from PIRT ToRs)

• Proposals will meet at least one of the following criteria.
– An integrated CCS project with a capture, storage, and 

verification component and a transport mechanism for 
CO2. 

– Demonstration at pilot- or commercial-scale of new or 
new applications of technologies in at least one part of the 
CCUS chain

– Demonstration of safe geological storage of CO2 at pilot-
or commercial-scale. 

• CCS projects seeking CSLF recognition will be considered on 
their technical merit 10
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